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A formal description of a Cyber-Physical system should include a rigorous specification of the
computational and physical components involved, as well as their interaction. Such a description, thus,
lends itself to a compositional model where every module in the model specifies the behavior of a
(computational or physical) component or the interaction between different components. We propose
a framework based on Soft Constraint Automata that facilitates the component-wise description of
such systems and includes the tools necessary to compose subsystems in a meaningful way, to yield a
description of the entire system. Most importantly, Soft Constraint Automata allow the description and
composition of components’ preferences as well as environmental constraints in a uniform fashion.
We illustrate the utility of our framework using a detailed description of a patrolling robot, while
highlighting methods of composition as well as possible techniques to employ them.
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Introduction

As the complexity of tasks for Cyber-Physical Systems grows, so does the need for the ability to decompose
the specification of a system into multiple components. Such a decomposition generally eases the design
of the specification and furthermore improves reusability. Formal verification tools, like model checkers
such as Vereofy [2], for instance, can then separately verify the properties of individual components,
simplifying verification of properties claimed to emerge from their composition.
To make such descriptions robust against obstructions, it makes sense to enrich them with a notion of
preference [15]. For instance, if a patrolling robot finds its path obstructed, it may settle for a slightly
adjusted patrol path. More generally, the presence of lower-preference actions enables a component (and
the system as a whole) to be more flexible when its most-preferred action is incompatible with the actions
allowed by other components or, especially, its (less predictable) environment. Endowment of preferences
and “alternative” behavior to components raises the question of how to go about composing them in a
meaningful way. In particular, not all concerns may be equally important in a composition.
The contribution of this paper is a framework that enables component-wise, preference-aware descriptions of Cyber-Physical Systems, based on Soft Constraint Automata (SCAs) [1], a generalisation
of Constraint Automata [3]. Because SCAs express preferences using well-studied structures called
c-semirings [7], we can rely on existing results to develop methods to compose SCAs.
Our notion of preference differs from earlier investigations of priority in the context of concurrency
theory [9]. First, priority is usually assigned to favor specifically prioritized actions over non-prioritized
ones in otherwise nondeterministic choices. Preferences represent more abstract constraints that express
considerations and compromises among a broad spectrum of concerns that often cannot even be directly
related with each other. Moreover, priority assignments usually induce a statically determined partial order
∗ The
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on concrete actions. As more abstract constraints, preferences of an agent need not specify concrete actions,
and compose with other concerns and constraints that arise from a dynamically changing environment
to select a suitable action for the agent. We believe both of these factors contribute towards a more
compositional framework.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review the necessary notation. In
Section 3, we describe the components of our framework, after which we expand on the methods for their
composition in Section 4. We give a detailed example of modelling a patrolling robot using the proposed
framework in Section 5. We list our conclusions in Section 6 and discuss further work in Section 7.

2

Preliminaries

To introduce the components of our framework, we first discuss some necessary notions. Most importantly,
we review Constraint Semirings and Soft Constraint Satisfaction Problems later in this section.
Let S be a set. When S1 and S2 are sets such that S ⊆ S1 × S2 , we write Pri (S), i ∈ {1, 2}, for the
projection to the i-th component of S, i.e., Pri (S) = {si : hs1 , s2 i ∈ S}. Also, we use Sω to denote the set
of streams [13] of elements in S, i.e., the set of functions from N to S. For σ ∈ Sω , we write tail(σ ) for
the unique element of Sω such that tail(σ )(n) = σ (n + 1). We may abbreviate the repeated application of
tail by tailn ; more precisely, tail0 is the identity function, while tailn+1 = tail ◦ tailn for n ≥ 0.
We often need to work with sets of symbols that may have associated values from some domain D.
Throughout this paper, we consider D to be fixed. Let V be a finite set (of symbols). An assignment of
V is a function α : V → D. We denote the set of all assignments of V by Assign(V ), while Assign⊆ (V )
S
denotes the set of all assignments of subsets of V , i.e., Assign⊆ (V ) = {Assign(V 0 ) : V 0 ⊆ V }.
If α is an assignment of V and V 0 ⊆ V , then the restriction of α to V 0 , written αV 0 , is the unique
assignment of V 0 that coincides with α on V 0 . If α and β are assignments of V and U respectively and
both agree on U ∩V , then their composition, written α + β , is the unique assignment of U ∪V such that
(α + β )V = α and (α + β )U = β .

2.1

Preferences

In order to work with preferences, we need a domain for expressing them. Additionally, we require an
operator to select the best preference value from a set of preference values (if such a best value exists) and
an operator to compose preference values. It turns out that a Constraint Semiring provides the right kind
L
of structure for such a domain. The exact definition below is due to Bistarelli [5]. Here, the operator
models the selection of the best preference, while ⊗ is used to obtain the preference of a composed action,
given the preferences of the component actions.
Definition 1 (c-semiring). A Constraint Semiring (or c-semiring, for short) is a tuple hE, , ⊗, 0, 1i
L
where E is a set (called the carrier of the semiring) with 0, 1 ∈ E, while : P(E) → E and ⊗ : E × E → E
are operators such that for every e ∈ E and every family of subsets of E indexed by some set I, {Ei }i∈I :
L

•

L

obeys the following restrictions:
– {e} = e
L
L
–
0/ = 0 and E = 1
L S
L L
–
( i∈I Ei ) = { i∈I Ei : i ∈ I} (the flattening property).
L

• ⊗ is commutative and associative, with 1 its unit element and 0 its absorbing element.
L
L
L
•
distributes over ⊗, i.e., e ⊗ Ei = {e ⊗ e0 : e0 ∈ Ei }
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Examples of c-semirings include the boolean semiring B = h{⊥, >}, , ∧, ⊥, >i the weighted (or
tropical) semiring W = hR≥0 ∪ {∞}, inf, +̂, ∞, 0i and the probabilistic semiring P = h[0, 1], sup, ·, 0, 1i.
S
Also interesting is the set semiring SΣ = hP(Σ), , ∩, 0,
/ Σi where Σ is some finite set of symbols.
We refer to the set E as a c-semiring if the other elements are not relevant for the discussion. When
L
we want to explicitly mention a single operator or unit of a semiring E, we write E , 0E , and so on.
L
L
Applying on two-element sets, we denote it as a binary infix operator ⊕. A c-semiring hE, , ⊗, 0, 1i
induces a relation ≤E on E, defined for e, e0 ∈ E as e ≤E e0 if and only if e ⊕ e0 = e0 . The relation <E on
E is ≤E with its diagonal excluded. In general, ≤E is a partial order [5]; one can construct c-semirings
(such as SA when |A| > 1) where the induced ordering is not total. Constraint Semirings have a number of
convenient properties. We refer to [5, Section 2.1] for an excellent treatment including proofs.
Particularly noteworthy in a c-semiring are cancellative elements:
W

Definition 2 (cancellative elements). Let hE, , ⊗, 0, 1i be a c-semiring. An element e ∈ E is cancellative
if for all e0 , e00 we have e0 ⊗ e = e00 ⊗ e if and only if e0 = e00 . The set of cancellative elements of E is
written C (E), and its complement within E is denoted by C (E). When C (E) ∪ {0} = E, we call E a
cancellative c-semiring.
L

Of course, one can construct new c-semirings from existing c-semirings E1 and E2 . For instance,
we can impose a c-semiring structure on the Cartesian product of two c-semirings, gaining the product
semiring E1 × E2 [8]. One can also trim down this product, by filtering out pairs containing 0i :
Definition 3 (join semiring). Let hE1 , 1 , ⊗1 , 01 , 11 i and hE2 , 2 , ⊗2 , 02 , 12 i be two cancellative cL
semirings. Their join semiring, written E1 E2 , is the c-semiring hE1 E2 , , ⊗, h01 , 02 i , h11 , 12 ii in
L
which E1 E2 is the set (C (E1 ) × C (E2 )) ∪ {h01 , 02 i} and
and ⊗ are defined for E 0 ⊆ E1 E2 and
ei , e0i ∈ Ei as follows:
L

M

E0 =

DM
1

Pr1 (E 0 ),

M
2

E
Pr2 (E 0 )

L

and

he1 , e2 i ⊗ e01 , e02 = e1 ⊗1 e01 , e2 ⊗2 e02

One can easily surmise that E1 E2 is cancellative, and that the order induced on the join semiring
E1 E2 is the product order obtained from the orders induced on its operands, i.e., if ei , e0i ∈ Ei then
he1 , e2 i ≤E1

E2

e01 , e02 ⇐⇒ e1 ≤E1 e2 and e01 ≤E2 e02

The join semiring can be used to compose preferences from two c-semirings that are deemed equally
important, or at least, a selection between the two indications of preference is yet to be made. In Section 5,
we use it for our patrolling robot, where we want to defer selection of the most important preference
(energy level versus the patrolling mission) to run-time.
Because we can construct a c-semiring that induces the product ordering on the Cartesian product, one
may wonder if we can also construct a c-semiring that induces a lexicographic ordering. Indeed, this is
L
possible, but to maintain distributivity of ⊗ over we must exclude some elements from the carrier [10].
As a consequence, not all types of c-semirings will be equally suitable as candidates to serve as the most
significant component of a lexicographic composition.
Definition 4 (lexicographic product semiring). Let hE1 , 1 , ⊗1 , 01 , 11 i and hE2 , 2 , ⊗2 , 02 , 12 i be two
L
c-semirings1 . Their lexicographic product semiring, written E1 . E2 , is the c-semiring hE, , ⊗, 0, 1i in
L

L

1 In [10], E is restricted to have a total ordering. We claim that such a restriction is not necessary for this construction to
1
yield a c-semiring. A proof can be found in Apppendix A.
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which E is the set (C (E1 ) × E2 ) ∪ (C (E2 ) × {02 }), while 0 = h01 , 02 i (and likewise for 1). Lastly,
⊗ are defined for E 0 ⊆ E and ei , e0i ∈ Ei by
DM
E
M
M
E0 =
Pr1 (E 0 ),
m(E 0 )
and he1 , e2 i ⊗ e01 , e02 = e1 ⊗1 e01 , e2 ⊗2 e02
1

L

and

2

in which m(E 0 ) contains precisely the elements e2 of Pr2 (E 0 ) such that h

L

1 Pr1 (E

0 ), e i
2

∈ E 0.

The lexicographic product semiring is useful when one concern is objectively more important than
another. In Section 5 we use it to mark the preference of patrolling as most important, while the preference
to stay on the path is considered of secondary importance.
The intuition behind the second component of the additive operator above is that the best preference is
chosen from the elements in the least significant position that co-occur with the best preference value in
the most significant position — since any value for which this is not the case occurs in a tuple that cannot
be the maximal element of E with respect to the lexicographic ordering.
To move between different domains of preferences in a smooth manner, the notion of a c-semiring
homomorphism is useful. Its definition simply follows the familiar pattern from algebra. We will
use homomorphisms later on to embed preference values from individual components into composed
c-semirings.
Definition 5 (c-semiring homomorphism). Let E1 and E2 be c-semirings. A c-semiring homomorphism
(or in this paper, simply a homomorphism) is a function h : E1 → E2 such that
• h(0E1 ) = 0E2 and h(1E1 ) = 1E2
 L
L
0
0
• for all E10 ⊆ E1 it holds that h
E1 E 1 =
E2 {h(e) : e ∈ E1 }
• for all e, e0 ∈ E1 it holds that h(e ⊗E1 e0 ) = h(e) ⊗E2 h(e0 )
We call h order-reflecting [12] if for all e, e0 ∈ E, it holds that h(e) ≤E2 h(e0 ) implies e ≤E1 e0 .
It can easily be shown that if h : E1 → E2 is an order-reflecting homomorphism, then for all e, e0 ∈ E1
it holds that e ≤E1 e0 if and only if h(e) ≤E2 h(e0 ).
Let E1 and E2 be c-semirings. The following mappings are particularly useful:
(
(
h0E1 , 0E2 i e = 0E1
h0E1 , 0E2 i e = 0E2
hL (e) =
hR (e) =
he, 1E2 i
h1E1 , ei
otherwise
otherwise
If E1 (respectively E2 ) is cancellative, then one can observe that hL (respectively hR ) is an order-reflecting
homomorphism from E1 (respectively E2 ) to E1 E2 as well as E1 . E2 . In the sequel, we refer to these
mappings as canonical injections. Their domain and codomain c-semirings will always be made explicit.
Lastly, the injection from E1 E2 into E1 × E2 is also an order-reflecting homomorphism.

2.2

Soft Constraint Satisfaction Problems

The notion of a Soft Constraint Satisfaction Problem elegantly captures [7] a number of generalizations
of Constraint Satisfaction Problems aimed at attaching preference values to candidate solutions. Our
definitions below are compatible with those of [7, 5] but differ slightly for the sake of subsequent
representation.
Definition 6 (Soft Data Constraint). A Soft Data Constraint (SDC) is a tuple hU, E, [·]i such that U is a
finite set of symbols, E is a c-semiring (called the underlying semiring) and [·] is a function from Assign(V )
to E. We write SDC(V, E) for the set of all SDCs that involve a subset of V and have E as their underlying
semiring.
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When hU, E, [·]i is an SDC such that [·] has a range of {0, e} ⊆ E with e 6= 0E , we call hU, E, [·]i a
binary constraint. It is often more convenient to denote binary constraints in an abbreviated fashion. We
write such constraints as hU, φ , ei, where φ is some first-order logic expression with U as variables that is
satisfied by α ∈ Assign(U) if and only if [α] = e. The c-semiring E will always be clear from the context
when we use this abbreviation. When E = B, we omit e, for necessarily e = 1B = >.
In a Soft Constraint Satisfaction Problem, one can use Soft Data Constraints to express preferences
for assignments of subsets of variables. The total preference is then given by composing the preference
values obtained from the SDCs into one.
Definition 7 (Soft Constraint Satisfaction Problem). A Soft Constraint Satisfaction Problem (SCSP) is a
tuple hV, E,Ci such that V is a finite set of symbols, E is a c-semiring (called the underlying semiring)
and C is a finite subset of SDC(V, E). We write SCSP(V, E) for the set of all SCSPs that involve a subset
of V and have E as their underlying semiring.
As an example of an SCSP, let D = R≥0 and consider K = h{x, y}, P,Ci with C containing precisely
the (abbreviated) SDCs h{x}, x < 1, 0.9i and h{x, y}, x + y = 2, 0.4i}.
The preference function induced by an SCSP P = hV, E,Ci, with C = {hU1 , E, [·]1 i , . . . , hUn , E, [·]n i}
is the function [·]P : Assign(V ) → E defined by [α]P = [αU1 ]1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ [αUn ]n when n > 0 and [α]P = 1
otherwise. It is not hard to see that every SCSP can be reduced to have exactly one SDC, namely
hV, E, [·]P i. The advantage of SCSPs containing multiple SDCs is that they can often express preferences
more concisely by only considering values of symbols relevant to the concern at hand.
Definition 8 (SCSP solutions). Let P = hV, E,Ci be an SCSP. A solution to P is an assignment α of V
such that [α]P 6= 0E and there exists no other assignment β of V with [α]P <E [β ]P . We write Sol(P) for
the set of solutions to P.
For the example SCSP K mentioned above, α ∈ Assign({x, y}) such that α(x) = 0.5 and α(y) = 1.5,
with preference value 0.9 · 0.4 = 0.36 qualifies for a solution.
Observe that the wording of Definition 8 accommodates for the possibility that ≤E may not be total.
We can also compose SCSPs that share an underlying semiring, simply by taking the union of their
variables and SDCs.2
Definition 9 (SCSP composition). Let P1 = hV1 , E,C1 i and P2 = hV2 , E,C2 i be SCSPs. Their composition,
written P1 ⊗ P2 , is the SCSP hV1 ∪V2 , E,C1 ∪C2 i.
By this definition, we immediately see that the operator ⊗ on SCSPs is commutative and associative.
At this point, it is worth noting that classical CSPs are captured by SCSPs; by the definitions above, a
CSP is simply an SCSP over the boolean semiring. Conversely, one can translate an SCSP into a CSP by
simply having a single constraint encode the requirement for a solution given in Definition 8.
Lastly, we can move SCSPs between c-semirings using homomorphisms:
Definition 10 (homomorphisms for SCSPs). Let P = hV, E1 ,Ci be an SCSP and h : E1 → E2 be a
homomorphism. Then h(P) is the SCSP hV, E2 ,C0 i where C0 = {hU, E2 , h ◦ [·]i : hU, E1 , [·]i ∈ C}.
One can prove [12] that if h is order-reflecting, then h will preserve the solutions to an SCSP, or
more precisely, Sol(P) = Sol(h(P)). Moreover, it follows immediately from the above definition that
homomorphisms are compatible with SCSP composition, in the sense that if P1 and P2 are SCSPs that
have E as underlying semiring and h : E → E 0 is a homomorphism, then h(P1 ⊗ P2 ) = h(P1 ) ⊗ h(P2 ).
2 Similar

to [5], we assume that no two SCSPs being composed share the exact same SDC.
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2.3

Separating SCSPs from CSPs

A watershed between SCSPs and CSPs becomes clear when we consider the composition operator. Let
P1 = hV1 , B,C1 i and P2 = hV2 , B,C2 i be CSPs. If α is a solution to P1 ⊗ P2 , then αVi is a solution to Pi
for i ∈ {1, 2}. Because of the way preferences compose, this property need not hold when the semiring is
something other than the boolean semiring. Loss of this property can be useful: it exhibits the possibility
of SCSPs compromising when higher-preference assignments turn out to be incompatible.
As an example of compromise in SCSPs, consider the SCSPs P1 = h{x}, P,C1 i and P2 = h{x}, P,C2 i
(recall that P is the probabilistic semiring). Now suppose that P1 has a single constraint that assigns
preference 0.8 to all assignments α1 such that α1 (x) = 1 and 0.6 otherwise; meanwhile, P2 ’s only constraint
assigns preference 0 to all assignments α2 such that α2 (x) = 1 and 0.5 otherwise. Now, any solution α to
P1 ⊗ P2 will have to heed the constraint in P2 (thus α(x) 6= 1). Consequently, α{x} = α is not a solution to
P1 , because its preference of 0.6 is dominated by the preference of α 0 ∈ Assign({x}) such that α 0 (x) = 1.
Conversely, if α1 and α2 are solutions to CSPs P1 and P2 respectively, and α1 and α2 agree on common
symbols, then α1 + α2 is necessarily a solution to P1 ⊗ P2 . This property also does not hold for SCSPs,
due to the fact that the composition operator may harmonize preference values (i.e., some preference
values compose more preferably than others).
As an example of harmonization, consider the preference values e1 = {a, b}, e2 = {b, c} and e02 =
{c, d} from the set semiring E = S{a,b,c,d} . We can then easily see that, e1 ⊗E e02 <E e1 ⊗E e2 . In this case
e1 composes more preferably with e2 than with e02 because of the element b shared between e1 and e2 . It
is easy to construct SCSPs P1 and P2 where P1 has a single solution α1 with preference e1 , whereas P2 has
two solutions α2 and α20 , with preferences e2 and e02 respectively, such that α1 is compatible with α2 and
α20 . Now α1 + α2 is a solution to P1 ⊗ P2 , whereas α1 + α20 is not (for its preference value is dominated by
that of α1 + α2 .) We do not exploit preference harmonization in this paper.

3

Components

We now introduce Soft Constraint Automata, as the most fundamental building blocks of our framework.
Soft Constraint Automata were first proposed as a generalization of Constraint Automata [3] in [1], to
enable service discovery based on non-crisp preferences. In contrast, Soft Constraint Automata as used in
this paper employ their preferences purely as a means to select their next transition.
Definition 11 (Soft Constraint Automaton). A Soft Constraint Automaton (SCA) is a tuple Q,V, E, →, q0
where
•
•
•
•

Q is a finite set of states, with q0 ∈ Q
V is a finite set of port symbols
E is a c-semiring, referred to as the underlying semiring
→ ⊆ Q × SCSP(V, E) × Q, the transition relation
P

When hq, P, q0 i ∈ →, we write q −
→ q0 ; if P contains only the binary constraint hU, φ , ei, we write
U, φ , e

q −−−−→ q0 . Note that, unlike [1], we truly label transitions with SCSPs rather than a set of ports and a
single data constraint (the set of ports is implied by the SCSP labels in our notation). Analogous to SCSPs,
one can observe that because Constraint Automata (CAs) [3] have their transitions labeled with CSPs
(which are simply SCSPs over the boolean c-semiring), they can be obtained as SCAs with the boolean
semiring as underlying semiring [1].
We can also lift homomorphisms to operate on SCAs, as they did on SCSPs.
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Definition 12 (homomorphisms for SCAs). Let A = Q,V, E, →, q0 be an SCA and let h : E → E 0 be
a homomorphism. Then h(A) is the SCA Q,V, E 0 , →h , q0 , where →h is the smallest relation such that
h(P)

P

q −−→h q0 whenever q −
→ q0 .
The semantics of an SCA is obtained by means of its execution model, as the stream of solutions to the
SCSPs that label the transitions. As a consequence, each element of this stream is a (partial) assignment
of the set of port symbols of the automaton, V .
Definition 13 (SCA semantics). Let A = Q,V, E, →, q0 be an SCA. Its execution relation is the smallest
binary relation ⇒A on Qω × Assign⊆ (V )ω satisyfing the rule
P

λ (0) −
→ λ (1)

π(0) ∈ Sol(P)

hλ , πi ⇒A htail(λ ), tail(π)i
The language accepted by A, written L(A), consists of the elements π ∈ Assign⊆ (V )ω such that there
exists a stream λ ∈ Qω with λ (0) = q0 and hλ , πi ⇒A htail(λ ), tail(π)i ⇒A tail2 (λ ), tail2 (π) ⇒A . . .
It is easy to observe that for any SCA, A, there exists an SCA A0 with the boolean semiring as its
underlying semiring, such that ⇒A is the same relation as ⇒A0 , and, by extension, L(A) = L(A0 ) (refer to
Section 5.1 for an example). Moreover, if h is an order-reflecting homomorphism, one can quickly see
that L(A) = L(h(A)). By the latter observation, we can consider a CA to be an SCA over any c-semiring
E, as finding an order-reflecting homomorphism h : B → E is trivial: simply map the units of B to those
of E. In the sequel, we therefore regard a CA as an SCA over some semiring E whenever convenient.
Lastly, a graphical representation of SCAs is appropriate for the remainder of this paper. We depict
SCAs as transition systems; the labels on the edges of our transition systems will in all cases be the
abbreviated representation of binary SDCs mentioned in the previous section. Because we restrict
graphical depictions to use this abbreviation, we will not be able to draw all SCAs, but the ones we can
draw will have less convoluted representations and will suffice for our purposes in Section 5. For an
example of an SCA with the probabilistic c-semiring P as the underlying semiring, refer to Figure 1. We
note that, in this representation, the set of port symbols of the automaton, V , is left implicit as the union of
the occuring variable sets; i.e., in Figure 1, V = {V1 ,V2 }.
{V1 },
V1 = 4,
0.1

{V1 }, V1 ≥ 5, 0.5
q0

q1

{V2 ,V1 }, V2 ∈ {2, 3}, 0.8

{V1 ,V2 },
V1 6= V2 ,
0.9

Figure 1: An example of our graphical representation of SCAs

4

Composition

We now turn our attention to composition of SCAs. Firstly and most obviously, we can lift the composition
operator of CAs [3] to SCAs, as is done in [1]. Intuitively, this composition operator composes transitions
that agree on common ports. A side-condition here is that the operands have the same underlying semiring.
Definition 14 (product composition of SCAs). Let A1 = Q1 ,V1 , E, →1 , q01 and A2 = Q2 ,V2 , E, →2 , q02
be two SCAs. Their product composition, written A1 ⊗ A2 , is the SCA Q1 × Q2 ,V1 ∪V2 , E, →, q01 , q02 ,
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in which → is the smallest relation satisyfing the rule
hV 0 , E, C1 i

hV 0 , E, C2 i

q1 −−1−−−−→1 q01

q2 −−2−−−−→2 q02

V10 ∩V2 = V20 ∩V1

hV 0 , E, C1 i ⊗ hV 0 , E, C2 i

hq1 , q2 i −−1−−−−−−−−2−−−−→ q01 , q02
By the above definition, it is obvious that the ⊗-operator for SCAs is commutative and associative,
modulo a simple relabeling of the states. In the sequel, we abstract from this relabeling, as it has no
bearing on the semantics of the automaton. Furthermore, application of a homomorphism to SCAs (as in
Definition 12) is compatible with product composition in the sense that for SCAs A1 and A2 that share an
underlying semiring E and a homomorphism h : E → E 0 , we have h(A1 ⊗ A2 ) = h(A1 ) ⊗ h(A2 ).
One can now see that the same observations that distinguish composition of SCSPs from that of CSPs
in Section 2.3, also distinguish composition of SCAs from that of CAs. At this level, the advantage of
these properties for describing Cyber-Physical Systems is more clear; when the transitions preferred by
the operands A1 and A2 are incompatible, A1 ⊗ A2 may still have transitions composed of lower-preference
transitions found in A1 and A2 . Informally, one may say that by providing alternative (lower-preference)
transitions, SCAs can be made resillient in their composition with unforeseen automata.
One notable difference of Definition 14 with the definition of composition for CAs in [1] is that we
exclude rules for independent transitions, i.e., those of the form
hV 0 , E, Ci i

i
qi −−−
−−−→i q0i

qi , q j

qj ∈ Qj
Vi0 ∩V j = 0/
hVi0 , E, C j i
−−−−−−→ q0i , q j

(1)

This is due to the fact that, if these rules are included, the product composition will be biased towards
independent transitions in terms of preference (due to the fact that for e1 , e2 ∈ E we have e1 ⊗ e2 ≤E e1 ;
c.f. [5, Theorem 2.1.3]), unless the preference value of the original transition is composed with some other
preference value e. If we choose e = 1E for this preference value, the composed preference is unchanged
(and we are essentially applying (1) as-is). If on the other hand we choose e = 0E , then we are in fact
prohibiting independent transitions, as the composed preference value will be 0E . Having established that
neither 0 nor 1 is a suitable candidate, we leave it to the designer of the SCA to include self-transitions,
each with an appropriate preference value e ∈ E, to states of an automaton where other automata are
permitted to make independent transitions, and vice versa. For a concrete use of this technique, we
refer to Section 5. Note that e need not be the same for all states; a component may have a different
preference regarding independent moves by other components depending on context. For example, it is
conceivable that in some situations, a component may want to (almost) completely inhibit behavior of
other components until some task is completed.
The product composition operator of Definition 14 to CAs now coincides with the product composition
0,
/ >, 1

operator for CAs of [3], provided every state q has a self-transition q −−−−→ q0 [11].
Of course, it may also occur that we want to compose SCAs that model different concerns. In this
case, it may not make sense to use the product composition operator proposed above. Moreover, if the
preferences of the operands are expressed in different semirings, the product composition operator in does
not apply. To deal with such cases, we introduce another variant of composition, based on the join product.
However, for such an operator to make sense, we need to be able to encode the preferences expressed by
the operands into the composed preference domain. Therefore, we must add a side condition guaranteeing
that such an embedding is possible.
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Definition 15 (join composition of SCAs). Let A1 and A2 be SCAs with cancellative underlying semirings
E1 and E2 respectively. Their join composition, written A1 A2 , is the SCA hL (A1 ) ⊗ hR (A2 ), in which hL
and hR are the canonical injections from E1 to E1 E2 and E2 to E1 E2 respectively.
The operator on SCAs is also commutative and associative, up to a trivial order-reflecting homomorphism, i.e., if A1 , A2 and A3 are SCAs, then A1 A2 = h(A2 A1 ) and A1 (A2 A3 ) = h0 ((A1 A2 ) A3 )
for some order-reflecting homomorphisms h and h0 . In the sequel, we abstract from this homomorphism
and simply regard as commutative and associative. Going by the fact that A1 A2 has E1 E2 as underlying semiring, we can surmise that the transitions allowed in A1 A2 are those that are Pareto-optimal
with respect to the preferences of both automata. In other words, the join composition of two SCAs will
exclude behavior that “unnecessarily inconveniences” one of the operands.
We can also use the lexicographic composition described in Definition 4 to compose automata where
the preferences expressed by one are subsidiary to the other. Again, we must include a side-condition
guaranteeing that we can embed the preferences from the operands.
Definition 16 (lexicographic composition of SCAs). Let A1 and A2 be SCAs with underlying cancellative
c-semirings E1 and E2 respectively. Their lexicographic composition, written A1 . A2 , is the SCA hL (A1 ) ⊗
hR (A2 ), in which hL and hR are the canonical injections from E1 to E1 . E2 and E2 to E1 . E2 respectively.
We observe that, unlike ⊗ and , the operator . is (by design) not commutative. However, it is
associative, in part due to the fact that if c-semirings E1 and E2 are cancellative, then so is E1 . E2 .

5

Example: Patrolling Agent

In this example, we consider an agent that is tasked with patrolling along a predefined path. We start with
the simplest description possible and subsequently extend our model to include deviation from the path as
well as energy usage. At every step, we describe the environment in terms of Constraint Automata, after
which we express the relevant preferences of the agent using Soft Constraint Automata.
Composite states are denoted by (flattened) tuples; i.e., if p, q and r are states of the automata A1 , A2
and A3 respectively, then hp, q, ri is a state of the automaton A1 A2 A3 . As a special case, we omit the
state symbol of single-state automata from the state tuple; their sole state is also written as ε to reflect this.
Finally, all c-semirings used in this section are tacitly assumed to be cancellative.

5.1

Movement back and forth

The path of the agent is broken up into K discrete positions, each of which is represented by a state;
positions 1 and K are the endpoints of the path. At every position, the agent may move forward or
backward along the path. The agent can also opt to stay at its current position; these self-transitions allow
other components to make transitions independently, i.e., make moves while the agent remains stationary.
The constraint automaton Apath , which represents these possibilities, is given in Figure 2a. To provide a
turning point for the agent, we use the CA Aturn,P in Figure 2b; note that in Apatrol ⊗ Aturn,P the agent is
required to stay put when turning: if stayP does not fire, then neither can turn.
The preference of the agent to keep patrolling is expressed by the two-state SCA in Figure 3. In this
description, the transitions are labeled with preferences from some semiring E. To ensure that the agent
does indeed patrol, we stipulate that ebacktrack <E estay,P <E eturn , eprogress . In other words, the agent will
prefer to start another lap or progress (in its current target direction); failing that, it would rather stay at its
current position than backtrack to the previous one.
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{stayP },
{stayP },
stayP = 2
stayP = 1
{forward},
forward = 2
p1
p2

{stayP },
stayP = K − 1

...

pK−1

{backward},
backward = 1

{stayP },
stayP = K
{forward},
forward = K
pK

ε

{backward},
backward = K − 1

{stayP , turn}, turn = stayP = 1
{stayP , turn}, turn = stayP = K
{stayP }, >
0,
/ >

(a) A sketch of the CA Apath , modelling the position along the path. (b) The CA Aturn,P , modelling turning points.

Figure 2: CAs pertaining to the path.
{turn}, turn = K, eturn
{stayP }, estay,P
{forward}, eprogress
{backward}, ebacktrack

qF

qB

{stay p }, estay,P
{forward}, ebacktrack
{backward}, eprogress

{turn}, turn = 1, eturn

Figure 3: The SCA Apatrol , expressing patrolling preferences.
The final system as presented up to this point is now formed by the following expression (recall that
we can interpret the CAs Apath and Aturn,P as SCAs with the same underlying semiring as Apatrol ):
Amove = Apath ⊗ Aturn,P ⊗ Apatrol
By itself, this automaton is not particularly interesting; it will exhibit precisely the desired patrolling
behavior. As a matter of fact, it is almost trivial to use a Constraint Automaton and achieve the exact same
behavior, by pruning the transitions whose preference is dominated by that of some other transition, and
setting the preference value of the remaining transitions to 1. In this case, this would mean that we delete:
• the transitions involving estay,P and ebacktrack in Apatrol from both states
• the self-transition that fires backward (respectively forward) from qF (respectively qB ) from Apatrol
• the self-transition with stayP in states p2 , . . . , pK−1 from Apath .
We will see in the sequel that allowing these “alternative” transitions to remain enables us to extend our
model more easily later on.

5.2

Deviating from the path

We now add in the possibility for our agent to stray from its predetermined path to the left or the right by L
steps, while still preferring that the agent stays on the path. To model this in the environment, we construct
the CA sketched in Figure 4a. In this CA, the state r0 represents that the agent is on the path, while the
other states ri represent that the agent is located |i| steps beside the current position on the path towards
the next turning point, with the sign of i indicating the direction of divergence (negative for deviation to
the left, positive otherwise).
We now encourage the reader to consider what the automaton Apath ⊗ Adeviate (c.f. Figures 2a and 4a)
looks like, as it will be a subcomponent of our final system. For instance, when this automaton is in state
pi , q j , with i < n and j < L, it can transition to state pi+1 , q j+1 by firing {forward, right}.
Moving on, we need the CA in Figure 4b to make sure that the agent cannot turn and diverge (or turn
and converge) at the same time. If we want to require that the agent turns only when it is on the path, we
can add the constraint stayD = 0 to the self-transition that fires turn in Aturn,D .
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{stayD },
stayD = −L

r−L

...
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{stayD },
{stayD },
{stayD },
stayD = −1
stayD = 1
stayD = 0
{right},
{right},
right = 0
right = 1
r−1
r0
r1
{left},
left = −1

{stayD },
stayD = L

...

{stayD , turn}, >
{stayD }, >
0,
/ >

rL
ε

{left},
left = 0

(b) The CA Aturn,D that fixes
(a) A sketch of the CA Astray , modelling deviation from the path in any position. the turning point on the path.

Figure 4: CAs pertaining to deviation from the path.
As indicated, we prefer for the agent to stay on the path as much as possible. The preferences
expressed to this end are of a different form than those of Figure 3; after all, when the agent has strayed
from the path to the right, we prefer to go to the left, and vice versa. If the agent is still on the path, it
prefers to remain that way. Such preferences are expressed in the SCA in Figure 5a, where we require
that ediverge <E estay,D <E econverge . In this SCA, state sL represents that the agent has deviated to the left,
while sR models a deviation to the right. We can see that in sT (where the agent is on the path), the most
preferred transition is the self-transition firing estay,D .
{stayD },
{stayD },
{stayD },
>,
>,
>,
estay,D {right}, estay,D {right}, estay,D
right = 1,
right = 0,
ediverge
econverge
{left}, >, ediverge
{right}, >, econverge

sL

sT
{left},
left = −1,
ediverge

sR

{stayP , stayD }, >, estay,D
{stayP }, >, 1
{stayD }, >, 1
0,
/ >, 1
{left}, >, econverge
{right}, >, ediverge

{left},
left = 0,
econverge

(a) The SCA Acenter , expressing the preference of the agent to stay on the path.

ε

(b) The SCA Adrive , that
encodes our preference to
keep moving.

Figure 5: SCAs pertaining to movement preferences.
To encode the preference that the agent should not stay in the exact same state in both Astray and
Apath (i.e., it is better to diverge than not to move at all), we compose Acenter with the SCA depicted in
Figure 5b. This SCA expresses its preferences over the same semiring E as Acenter , and we postulate that
estay,D ⊗ estay,D <E ediverge . Informally, this SCA penalizes firing port stayD in concert with port stayP by
the additional “cost” estay,D and leaves all other preferences intact.
By expressing this preference in a separate SCA we achieve a (desirable) separation of the concern
“the agent should stay on the path” from “the agent should keep moving”. More importantly, however, by
creating a separate SCA for the latter concern we also save ourselves the error-prone effort of manually
working out the possible combinations of firing right with or without firing stayD concurrently.
The component that describes deviation from the path is now given by
Adeviate = Astray ⊗ Aturn,D ⊗ Acenter ⊗ Adrive
Now, to compose Amove with Adeviate , we have several options. First of all, if they share their underlying
semiring, we can simply calculate their product composition Amove ⊗ Adeviate . There is, however, an
objection to using the product composition operator in this particular case. Unless we tune our preferences
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carefully, we may find that eprogress ⊗ estay,D <E estay,P ⊗ econverge . If our primary concern is for the agent
to patrol, then such a preference may be undesirable, for it will cause the agent to choose returning to the
path over continuing its patrol beside the path.
Since patrolling and staying on the path are separate concerns, one may propose to use the join
composition on these components, i.e., Amove Adeviate . However, this causes heprogress , estay,D i and
hestay,P , econverge i be unordered, meaning that in a state where both transitions are available, neither would
be preferred over the other. Indeed, the only method to enforce the importance of one concern over the
other is to use the lexicographic join operator and calculate Amove . Adeviate .
To illustrate the resulting automaton, we consider the following transitions:
{forward, right}, right=0 ∧ forward=2

hp1 , qF , r−1 , sL i −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ hp2 , qF , r0 , sT i
{forward, stay }, stay =−1 ∧ forward=2

hp1 , qF , r−1 , sL i −−−−−−−−−D−−−−D−−−−−−−−−−→ hp2 , qF , r−1 , sL i
{stay , right}, stay =L ∧ left=1

P
hpn , qB , r0 , sT i −−−−P−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−→ hpn , qB , r1 , sR i

{stay , stay }, stay =L ∧ stay =0

D
hpn , qB , r0 , sT i −−−−P−−−−D−−−−P−−−−−−−
−→ hpn , qB , r0 , sT i

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

We can see that transition (2) is preferred over transition (1) since heprogress , estay,D i is a value preferred over
heprogress , econverge i. This means that our agent would rather move forward and converge at the same time
than just move forward. Also, transition (3) is preferred over transition (4) for hestay,P , estay,D ⊗ estay,D i <E
estay,P , ediverge ; we can take this to mean that, if the agent cannot progress, it prefers to deviate from its
path (and possibly find a path forward) over staying in the same location.
As a final observation in this section, we note that because Adrive is in the second component of the
lexicographical composition, the agent is still allowed to turn while stationary at the endpoints of the path.

5.3

Energy usage

We now consider that the agent may be supplied with a finite amount of energy units M, in what we will
for the purpose of this discussion refer to as a battery. The agent can also recharge at a designated position
in the environment, but has to remain stationary to do so. To model the amount of energy left, we use
the CA depicted in Figure 6a. The ports charge and discharge allow manipulation of the energy state and
present the new energy level as their values. To attach an energy cost to actions from the model, we need
to connect this CA to other ports; the CA that takes care of this is found in Figure 6b. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume a unit energy cost for all actions that require energy.
{rest},
rest = 0

{charge},
charge = 1

{rest},
rest = 1

t0

t1

{rest},
rest = M

...

ε
tM

{discharge},
discharge = 0

(a) A sketch of the CA Abattery , keeping track of energy.

{forward, discharge}, >
{backward, discharge}, >
{right, discharge}, >
{left, discharge}, >
{right, forward, discharge}, >
{right, backward, discharge}, >
{left, forward, discharge}, >
{left, backward, discharge}, >
{turn, discharge}, >

(b) The CA Ausage , modelling energy consumption

Figure 6: CAs pertaining to the battery level.
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{stayP , stayD , charge}, stayP = cx ∧ stayD = cy
{stayP , stayD }, >
0,
/ >

(a) The CA Acharge , modelling the charging station.

ε

{energy, charge}, energy = charge
{energy, discharge}, energy = discharge
{energy, rest}, energy = rest
0,
/ >

(b) The CA Aenergy , which provides the energy level.

Figure 7: More energy-related CAs.
We assume that the charging station is located at cy unit steps to the right of path position cx . To model
this placement, we use a CA similar to the one from Figure 2b, found in Figure 7a. In order to act on the
change in energy conveniently, we use the CA in Figure 7b, which fires the port energy whenever a port
of Abattery fires, and provides the energy level at that port.
At this point, we can incorporate the CAs described in this section into the description of the full
system. By doing so, we would obtain a system that keeps track of its battery level. If the battery is empty
(state t1 of Abattery ), no further energy-consuming moves are possible (for lack of a transition that fires
discharge). However, in the absence of a mechanism that “plans” the moves of the agent, such a system
would most likely become stuck after it has depleted its energy. The reason for this is that there is no
preference expressing that the agent likes to recharge when its energy level drops below a certain level `.
To accommodate for this, we first need to design a different regime of preferences in which the agent
prefers to move towards the charging station. This can be done using a pair of SCAs, both similar to
Acenter (refer to Figure 5a), one to express preferences about movement along the path and another to
express preferences about movement deviating from the path. For the sake of brevity, we assume the
construction of this SCA to be obvious and refer to it as Areturn . We can now calculate the join composition
Aposition = (Areturn ⊗ Abattery ⊗ Ausage ⊗ Acharge ⊗ Aenergy )

(Amove . Adeviate )

to obtain an automaton that expresses preferences on both the regular movement and the movement toward
the charging station. Finally, we must express that the preference originating from Areturn should be
considered whenever the target state of the transition within Abattery is ti with i < `, while the preference
from Amove . Adeviate takes precedence in all other cases. Let Ereturn Epatrol be the underlying semiring
of Aposition , and let h be the injection from Ereturn Epatrol into Ereturn × Epatrol . Then the SCA Aselect in
Figure 8, with Ereturn × Epatrol as the underlying semiring, selects a preference between the two under
product composition with h(Aposition ), i.e., Aagent = Aselect ⊗ h(Aposition ).

ε

{energy}, energy ≥ `, 0Ereturn , 1Epatrol
{energy}, energy < `, 1Ereturn , 0Epatrol
0,
/ >, 1Eselect

Figure 8: The SCA Aselect , selecting between the preference regimes based on the current energy level.
By composing the preference value in the first position with 0Ereturn and the one in the second position
with Epatrol when energy ≥ `, Aselect essentially silences the preferences expressed by Areturn . As a
consequence, the only preferences that matter when energy ≥ ` are those expressed by Amove . Adeviate .

5.4

Discussion

Needless to say, the final automaton can become rather large. To be precise, the automaton Aagent
has 54K(2L + 1)(M + 1) states. However, in spite of syntactically available transitions, the pertinent
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constraints imply that not all of those states are actually reachable; for instance, positions that cannot be
reached using the amount of energy M available to the agent do not appear in the reachable state space.
A sketch of the state space for small parameters appears in Appendix B. In this sketch, we can see that
even for these small parameters the size of the state space can become quite large, with a dense transition
structure. This further drives home our point that the addition of preferences is only useful when we
consider preferences as first-class citizens of a compositional framework; adding preference after the fact
(i.e., to the composed state space) is simply not feasible.
The vastness of this state space also indicates the difficulty of the task that an engineer faces to produce
a monolithic specification of the behavior of such a system, in terms of an automaton, an LTS, a set of
constraints, logic, or any other formalism. Our compositional framework based on SCAs supports separate
specification of multitudes of components, agents, aspects, features, and modules that comprise such a
system — a much more manageable task. The specification of the whole system can subsequently be
constructed using the composition operators in our framework to combine those smaller specifications. Of
course, for this approach to work, one needs a verification method that is compatible with the composition
operators.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we argued that components with preference values associated with their actions generally aid
in making a system robust, by providing alternatives when the most preferred option is not available. This
property extends to composition, in the sense that such preference-aware components are capable of falling
back to lower-preference actions when the composed preference dominates that of actions otherwise
preferred by the component. We considered an existing formalism for preference-aware components,
namely Soft Constraint Automata, and proposed a number of operators that can be used to compose such
preference-aware components; each of these has its use depending on the agent being described.
By means of an example, we then illustrated the utility of SCAs and their different composition
operators to design a reasonably robust autonomous agent. Most importantly, in this example we
demonstrated that the use of SCAs can promote separation of concerns and extensibility. In the process,
we highlighted some techniques using the composition operators, arguing in favor of their generality.

7

Further work

For our framework to have any practical value, we of course need to be able to simulate the behavior of
SCAs. This is slightly more complicated than simulating CAs, because instead of CSPs we now need to
solve SCSPs to discover which transitions are available. Luckily, a number of SCSP-solving algorithms
exist [5]. We have developed a tentative implementation of the ideas expressed in this paper, inspired in
part by the SCSP-solving approach in [14], using Gecode3 as a CSP-solver. We plan to continue work
on this implementation, as a tool to explore and demonstrate the specification capabilities of SCAs. In
particular, our tool can still be extended to include the techniques from [11], which enable state-by-state
evaluation of composition operators, saving computation of the unreachable state space.
We limited the example in Section 5 to a single-agent system. Nevertheless, it seems intuitively clear
that the same formalism can be used to describe multi-agent systems. We also suspect that in the context
of multi-agent systems, coordination between all agents for every transition (to find out the most-preferred
3 See

http://www.gecode.org
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transition) is not always necessary or even possible. For instance, when the inter-agent distance is large,
it may occur that transitions available to agents are never mutually exclusive and a local calculation
of a most-preferred transition would suffice. Because these situations need not persist throughout the
operation, it seems that some sort of mechanism to distinguish between these situations is necessary, like
the minimum contact distance in [15].
While this work concentrates on a method to specify Cyber-Physical Systems, our framework as
of yet lacks a method allowing users to verify and reason about properties of the system. To obtain
such a method, one can look into existing verification techniques for CAs [2]. Since SCAs constitute a
generalization of CAs, we expect that model checking SCAs is at least as hard as model checking CAs. A
method based on rewriting logic may also be feasible, especially because it has already been shown that
solving SCSPs using rewriting logic is possible [16].
In this work, we restricted ourselves to agents that make single-step decisions about their movements.
As a consequence, the agents modeled are unable to handle situations in which a transition with very
low preference must be taken in order for a subsequent transition with a very high preference to become
available. Further work may look into accommodating a method capable of planning a multi-step path,
perhaps by means of simulation as proposed by Belzner et al. in [4].
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Well-definedness of lexicographical composition

In this section, we prove our claim (from Section 2.1) that the lexicographic product of two c-semirings is
indeed well-defined, in the sense that it yields a c-semiring — even when the ordering induced on the mostsignificant c-semiring is not total. Throughout this section, we refer to two c-semirings E1 and E2 , where
E1 is cancellative, but not necessarily totally-ordered. Our claim extends the lexicographic composition of
Gadduci et al. in [10] by relaxing their requirement for E1 to be totally-ordered. Cancellative c-semirings
that are not totally-ordered, such as E1 = W P are useful, in practice.
We also establish that cancellative elements [6] are exactly the elements that are not collapsing
elements (as defined by Gadducci et al. [10]).
Definition 17. Let E be a c-semiring. An element e of E is collapsing if there exist e0 , e00 ∈ E such that
e0 <E e00 and e0 ⊗ e = e00 ⊗ e.
Comparing Definition 17 to Definition 2, one can already see that these two concepts must be related
in some sense. The only non-obvious part involves establishing the ordering.
Lemma 1. Let E be a c-semiring and e ∈ E. Then e is cancellative if and only if it is not collapsing.
Proof. Assume that e is cancellative. Then for all e1 , e2 ∈ E with e1 6= e2 , in particular those for which
e1 <E e2 , it holds that e1 ⊗ e 6= e2 ⊗ e. It then follows that e cannot be collapsing. For the other direction,
assume that e is not cancellative. Then there exist e1 , e2 for which e1 6= e2 and e ⊗ e1 = e ⊗ e2 . If e1 and
e2 are ordered by <E we are done immediately. Otherwise, choose e3 = e1 ⊕ e2 . Immediately, we see that
e1 ≤E e3 ; it can also be seen that e1 6= e3 (for otherwise e1 and e2 would be ordered by <E ); thus we have
that e1 <E e3 . Moreover:
e3 ⊗ e = (e1 ⊕ e2 ) ⊗ e = (e1 ⊗ e) ⊕ (e2 ⊗ e) = e1 ⊗ e
which establishes that e is collapsing.
We now move on to the other axioms of the c-semiring (refer to Definition 1). For a proof that
L
E1 . E2 is closed under E1 .E2 as well as ⊗E1 .E2 , we refer to [10, Proposition 2] and [10, Lemma 5]
respectively. Commutativity, associativity and the properties of 0 and 1 for ⊗E1 .E2 follow immediately
from its definition and those same properties for ⊗E1 and ⊗E2 . Likewise, the first two restrictions on
L
L
L
E1 .E2 can easily be derived from the restrictions on
E1 and
E2 . Establishing the flattening property
requires a bit more work.
Lemma 2. E1 .E2 satisfies the flattening property, i.e., for every family of subsets of E1 . E2 indexed by
some set I, {Ei0 }i∈I , it holds that
[
 M
nM
o
M
Ei0 =
Ei0 : i ∈ I
L

E1 .E2

i∈I

E1 .E2

E1 .E2

Proof. By unrolling the definitions, we find that we essentially have to establish the following equalities:
[
 M
nM
o
M
Pr1
Ei0 =
Pr1
Ei0 : i ∈ I
(1)
E1
i∈I
E1
E1 .E2


n
o
M
[
M
M
m
Ei0 =
m
Ei0 : i ∈ I
(2)
E2

i∈I

E1 .E2

E2

To prove (1), we use that
Pr1

nM
E1 .E2

Ei0 : i ∈ I

o

=

nM
E1

Pr1 (Ei0 ) : i ∈ I

o
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thus we can derive
[
M
Pr1


 M [
Ei0 =
Pr1 (Ei0 )
i∈I
i∈I
E1
o
M nM
=
Pr1 (Ei0 ) : i ∈ I
E1
E
o
n1 M
M
Ei0 : i ∈ I
Pr1
=

E1

(def. Pr1 )

(def. Pr1 and

E1 .E2

E1

One can easily prove that for a c-semiring E with E 00 ⊆ E 0 ⊆ E, if E E 0 ∈ E 00 then
We can then prove (2) as follows:
nM
o
M
m
Ei0 : i ∈ I
E2
E .E
D1M2
nM
o E nM
oo
M n
=
e2 :
Pr1
Ei0 : i ∈ I , e2 ∈
Ei0 : i ∈ I
E2
E1
E1 .E2
E .E
nM
o1 2 M
o
M nM
M
0
0
=
m(E j ) : j ∈ I,
Pr1
Ei : i ∈ I
=
Pr1 (E 0j )
E2
E2
E1
E .E
E
[ 1 2 M
o 1
M nM
M
0
0
0
=
m(E j ) : j ∈ I,
Pr1
E =
Pr1 (E j )
E2
E2
E1
i∈I i
E1
n


o
M
M
[
M
=
e2 : j ∈ I,
Pr1
Ei0 =
Pr1 (E 0j ), e2 ∈ m(E 0j )
E2
E
i∈I
E
 E 1 o
DM1
[
M n
=
E 0 , e2 ∈ E 0j
e2 : j ∈ I,
Pr1
E2
E1
i∈I i
 E [
o
DM
[
M n
=
Ei0 , e2 ∈
Ei0
e2 :
Pr1
E2
E1
i∈I
i∈I
[

M
=
m
Ei0
L

E2

L

(flattening

L

EE

00

=

E1 )

L

E1 .E2 )

L

EE

0

(∗).

(def. m)
(def.

L

E1 .E2 )

(by (1))
(flattening

L

E2 )

(def. m and (∗))

i∈I

(def.

S

)

(def. m)

Thus establishing the desired equalities.
The only thing left to prove now is the distributivity property.
Lemma 3. ⊗E1 .E2 distributes over the
and e ∈ E1 . E2 , the following holds:
e ⊗E1 .E2

L

E1 .E2

E0 =

M
E1 .E2

within E1 . E2 , or, more precisely, for any E 0 ⊆ E1 . E2
M
E1 .E2

{e ⊗E1 .E2 e0 : e0 ∈ E 0 }

Proof. Let e = he1 , e2 i and E 00 = {e ⊗E1 .E2 e0 : e0 ∈ E 0 }. First, note that the following equality holds
immediately by distributivity of ⊗E1 :
e1 ⊗

M
E1

Pr1 (E 0 ) =

M
E1

Pr1 (E 00 )

(1)

Unwinding the definitions and using Equality 1, we find the following for the left-hand side of the claim:
DM
E
M
M
e ⊗E1 .E2
E0 =
Pr1 (E 00 ), e2 ⊗E2
m(E 0 )
(2)
E1 .E2

E1

E2

Similarly, for the right-hand side we find that
M
E1 .E2

{e ⊗E1 .E2 e0 : e0 ∈ E 0 } =

M
E1 .E2

E 00 =

DM
E1

Pr1 (E 00 ),

M
E2

E
m(E 00 )

Having established that the first components are equal, it remains to prove that this holds for the second
L
component as well. If e1 ∈ C (E1 ) then e2 = 0E2 , thus e2 ⊗E2 E2 m(E 0 ) = 0E2 . Moreover, for any element
L
he01 , e02 i ∈ E 00 it must be that e02 = 0E2 , thus E2 m(E 00 ) = 0E2 .
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The case where e1 ∈ C (E1 ) remains. Let m0 (E 0 ) = {e2 ⊗E2 e02 : e02 ∈ m(E 0 )}. We can immediately
L
rephrase the second component of Equality 2 as E2 m0 (E 0 ). It will now suffice to prove that m0 (E 0 ) =
L
0
0
0
m(E 00 ). Let e2 ⊗E2 e02 ∈ m0 (E 0 ). Then
E1 Pr1 (E ), e2 ∈ E , thus
DM
E DM
E
Pr1 (E 0 ), e02 =
Pr1 (E 00 ), e2 ⊗E2 e02 ∈ E 00
e ⊗E1 .E2
E1

E1

and therefore e2 ⊗E2 e02 ∈ m(E 00 ).
L
For the other direction, let e2 ⊗E2 e02 ∈ m(E 00 ). Then e1 ⊗E1 E1 Pr1 (E 0 ), e2 ⊗E2 e02 ∈ E 00 , thus there
exists a he001 , e002 i ∈ E 0 such that
D
E
M
e1 ⊗E1 e001 , e2 ⊗E2 e002 = e1 ⊗E1
Pr1 (E 0 ), e2 ⊗E2 e02
E1

Because e1 ∈ C (E1 ), we can derive that e001 =
e2 ⊗E2 e002 = e2 ⊗E2 e02 ∈ m0 (E 0 ).

B

L

E1 Pr1 (E

0)

and thus e002 ∈ m(E 0 ), which implies that

A sketch of the example agent’s state space

Refer to the next page for a sketch of the reachable state space of Aagent for K = 2, L = 1, M = 4 and
` = 2. Some examples of the size of the state space and the reachable state space for different parameters
are found in Table 1.
K

L

M

States

Reachable states

Transitions

Reachable transitions

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
4

4
5
6
7
4
5
6
4
4
4

1620
1944
2268
2592
2430
2916
3402
2700
3780
4860

50
62
74
86
41
86
104
74
90
98

5420
6694
7968
9242
8974
11096
13218
9508
13596
17684

207
267
327
387
166
412
514
327
399
423

Table 1: (Reachable) state space growth in Aagent as a function of the parameters.
By the sheer size of the state space and transition density of our example, it becomes clear that adding
preferences to each transition becomes a dull and error-prone task at best for small values, and nigh
impossible for larger parameters or more complex systems. Having a description of the preferences of
each component, and a method for composing them in a meaningful way, thus becomes a necessity.

p2 , qf , r0 , sT , t0 , uA , vT

p1 , qb , r−1 , sL , t0 , uT , vB

p1 , qf , r−1 , sL , t0 , uT , vB

p1 , qb , r1 , sR , t0 , uT , vA

p2 , qf , r−1 , sL , t0 , uA , vB

p2 , qb , r1 , sR , t0 , uA , vA
p2 , qf , r1 , sR , t0 , uA , vA

p1 , qf , r0 , sT , t0 , uT , vT

p2 , qb , r−1 , sL , t0 , uA , vB

p2 , qf , r−1 , sL , t1 , uA , vB
p1 , qf , r1 , sR , t1 , uT , vA

p1 , qb , r1 , sR , t1 , uT , vA

p1 , qf , r−1 , sL , t2 , uT , vB
p1 , qb , r0 , sT , t0 , uT , vT
p2 , qb , r0 , sT , t0 , uA , vT

p1 , qf , r−1 , sL , t1 , uT , vB

p1 , qf , r0 , sT , t1 , uT , vT
p2 , qf , r0 , sT , t1 , uA , vT
p1 , qb , r0 , sT , t1 , uT , vT

p2 , qb , r0 , sT , t1 , uA , vT
p2 , qb , r1 , sR , t1 , uA , vA

p2 , qf , r1 , sR , t2 , uA , vA

p2 , qf , r0 , sT , t2 , uA , vT

p2 , qf , r1 , sR , t1 , uA , vA

p2 , qb , r−1 , sL , t1 , uA , vB

p2 , qf , r1 , sR , t3 , uA , vA
p1 , qb , r−1 , sL , t1 , uT , vB

p2 , qf , r−1 , sL , t2 , uA , vB

p2 , qb , r1 , sR , t2 , uA , vA

p1 , qb , r0 , sT , t2 , uT , vT
p1 , qf , r0 , sT , t2 , uT , vT

p1 , qf , r1 , sR , t0 , uT , vA

p1 , qb , r1 , sR , t2 , uT , vA

p1 , qf , r1 , sR , t2 , uT , vA

p2 , qb , r0 , sT , t2 , uA , vT

p1 , qb , r0 , sT , t3 , uT , vT
p2 , qf , r0 , sT , t3 , uA , vT
p1 , qf , r1 , sR , t3 , uT , vA
p2 , qf , r−1 , sL , t3 , uA , vB

p2 , qb , r−1 , sL , t2 , uA , vB

p1 , qf , r−1 , sL , t3 , uT , vB

p1 , qb , r1 , sR , t3 , uT , vA
p1 , qb , r−1 , sL , t2 , uT , vB
p2 , qb , r−1 , sL , t3 , uA , vB
p1 , qf , r0 , sT , t3 , uT , vT

p2 , qb , r0 , sT , t3 , uA , vT
p1 , qf , r0 , sT , t4 , uT , vT

p2 , qb , r1 , sR , t3 , uA , vA
p1 , qb , r0 , sT , t4 , uT , vT

p1 , qb , r−1 , sL , t3 , uT , vB

